Sample #1:  Middle body paragraphs based on thesis below.
Thesis:  The eyes of Dr. T.J. Eckleburg, shown only in morally questioned scenarios, are given meaning only through each character’s view, which allows the corruption of society to manifest itself.

Further, Dr. Eckleburg’s eyes monitor the scene when Tom confronts Daisy and Gatsby in the city about him knowing they are having somewhat of an affair.  While Tom and Nick are driving into the city behind Gatsby and Daisy, Tom vents to Nick that Gatsby is a fake man.  He recounts that all he had an investigator research Gatsby and most things he says are lies.  GVHS Great Valley High School  Quote parts of this to SHOW your point. Nick tries to argue with him that he invited him to lunch until “Doctor T. J. Eckleburg’s faded eyes came into sight down the road…” (Fitzgerald 129).  Just as Tom is reprimanding Daisy and Gatsby for going behind his back, something that he has done several times to his wife, the eyes appear, looming over the scene, cautioning a lack of gasoline, or possibly hypocrisy of man GVHS Great Valley High School  The first phrase after the quotation is FANTASTIC analysis.  You’ve taken what’s happened and evaluated its connection to other events.  Wahoo!

The end part of your analysis could use further development, however, considering the weighty concept you introduce:  the hypocrisy of man.   For example, tying this into when Tom says he cheat sometimes too but always comes back… .
	Immediately after,  GVHS Great Valley High School  Strong transition. the men stop to fill up gasoline at George Wilson’s shop.  Here they learn that George just discovered Myrtle had been cheating on him.  Likewise, Tom had just discovered his own wife’s infidelity, and “the giant eyes of Doctor T. J. Eckleburg kept their vigil…” (Fitzgerald 131).   GVHS Great Valley High School  Nicely embedded here.   Before the eyes were seen in a cautioning manner, but now, they could be seen as representing something GVHS Great Valley High School  Great analysis here – drawing connections to previously drawn conclusions and using to transition to next idea.   Bravo!  while watching over Wilson, who was a sick man, “so sick that he looked guilty…” (Fitzgerald 131).  Wilson was full of guilt – he had locked up his own wife for fear of her running away – and the eyes represent that here.  Both men wish to escape the penetrating gaze as quickly as possible; Tom drives away quickly and George has decided to pack away his life and move his family GVHS Great Valley High School  This is Miss Carlino’s suggested development to better show what has happened in this scene. . 



Sample #2:  Intro paragraph and 1st body.
	In F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel The Great Gatsby, Nick Carraway tells the story of Jay Gatsby, a man in pursuit of his American dream. Gatsby dreams of power and money, but above all, the perfect wife to share the wealth with. The problem for Gatsby arises though when he cannot achieve the final piece of his dream- Daisy Buchanan. Daisy Buchanan, a money-driven beauty who once loved Gatsby, moves on from Gatsby because of his lack of money and marries Tom Buchanan, a rich resident of East Egg. In his pursuit of Daisy, Gatsby utilizes the help of Carraway and Jordan Baker, who are teetering on the edge of friendship and a relationship. As the novel progresses, the characters’ thoughtlessness, greed, and unappreciative nature shine through on many occasions. The protagonists’ greed and arrogance is represented through their “careless driving,” which inevitably leads to obliteration of the indifferent and unappreciative when crossing paths with another careless driver GVHS Great Valley High School  Fluid inclusion of characters and concise, accurate book summary. Narrows smoothly to topic, too. .
Fitzgerald introduces the carelessness of others when Gatsby’s guests are leaving one of his many extravagant parties. As the guests are pulling out, one of the cars suddenly crashes into a ditch and a wheel of the car falls off. Owl Eyes, a man who is skeptical yet fascinated by Gatsby, steps out of the car but immediately claims that he knows nothing about driving. The crowd is skeptical and advises to Owl Eyes that “if [he is] a poor driver [he] oughtn’t to try driving at night” (Fitzgerald 55). The crowd is not only warning Owl Eyes, but also foreshadowing the downfall of the other characters when “the blindness that [they] impose upon themselves” completely isolates them in their own greed (Witkoski GVHS Great Valley High School  Strong analysis and use of SSQ.  Great CQA overall. ). Owl Eyes, who is not actually driving the car, recognizes that he should not be driving the car if he does not know how. He is one of the few characters who is not sightless to the fact that he should not be in control if he does not know how. As a result, he is one of the only friend’s present at Gatsby’s death- one of the only humble enough to take a moment to pay his respects. The other characters’ arrogance takes them to a mindset where they feel they are always safe- no harm can come to them because of the power and money they possess. They choose to isolate themselves in their own greed, consequently blinding them of the road ahead GVHS Great Valley High School  Fantastic original thought on Owl Eye’s lasting significance in the novel – great tie to funeral scene!!   .

Sample #3:  1st  and 2nd body paragraphs based on thesis below:
Thesis:  Fitzgerald uses these incidents of careless driving to illustrate the sloppy, carefree attitude towards life that is a result of the irresponsible lives led by many of the characters in the novel. 

The first incident that involves reckless driving is shortly after Nick first meets Gatsby at one of Gatsby’s parties. Nick describes the party at first as “dignified” and explains how it “represent[s] the staid nobility of the country side” (Fitzgerald 52 GVHS Great Valley High School  Great selection.  Unique and SHOWS the type of people at the party. ), but as the evening wears on, and the alcohol begins to flow freely, the party turns very chaotic. Fights break out between couples, the singer passes out, and a car accident caps everything off to end the night. The car crash just epitomizes the night as the driver stumbles out of the car, clearly drunk, not even able to comprehend as a group of men, “some of them little better off than he was, explain[ing] to him that wheel and car were no longer joined” (Fitzgerald 55). The crash at the end of the night represents the wild abandon practiced by the lifestyle that the characters live. Partiers came civilized and left as arguing drunks, filled with illegal alcohol GVHS Great Valley High School  Precisely.  Strong CQA here!  You’ve analyzed this perfectly, drawing conclusions on things that have happened, then connecting them to other events.  Bravo. .  The wheel falling off the car, without the driver even realizing it represents the intentional drop off in manners as the rich drink as the party moves along. Just like the driver they do not realize the trouble they are getting into as the alcohol takes effect. This ritual of near-binge drinking is a regular part of life of the rich in the roaring twenties GVHS Great Valley High School  Good closing line. .
The other area of the novel that involves careless driving is to and from New York City. On the way to New York which the critic Sherry Morton-Mollo says symbolizes  GVHS Great Valley High School  Don’t use the critic’s name unless she’s famous; just leave it in the parenthetical citation.

Nicely chosen and analyzed, though. “careless consumption and irresponsible immortality,” (Morton-Mollo) which is a fitting destination for the careless driving of Tom after he finds out he is losing is grasp on both his wife and his mistress. As he drove away from the Wilson’s garage after learning his mistress will be moving away shortly after discovering the affair between daisy and Gatsby, he starts to drive away while “feeling the hot wisps of panic” (Fitzgerald 125). Tom’s paranoia led to him “step[ping] on the accelerator with the double purpose of over taking Daisy and leaving Wilson behind” (Fitzgerald 125). Tom was not thinking about driving but was engrossed with not letting Daisy out of his sight as he focused on Gatsby’s car behind him to make sure they did not disappear. All these distractions represent the chaotic life and short comings of the Buchanan’s life GVHS Great Valley High School  FANTASTIC!!!  Superb use of the text to show the point you are making.   . As critic Angela Hickey states “Careless drivers become a metaphor for the demoralized world of wealth and privilege” (Hickey 4). This fits perfectly with the Buchanan’s who life of infidelities and lust for money is devoid of morals. 









